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Dogwood '66 will be taking to the seas this year with a
boot cruise on Long Island Sound scheduled for Saturday, May 7.
The excursion, via Panorama Cruise Lines, will depart from Rye
Playland, at 2 l),m. for three hour!> of dining and dancing in the
sun. Contlnuow; music will be supplied by two Rock 'n Roll
bands.
This innovation in the spring weekend will replace the usual
picnic. Due to limited accommodations only 250 coupll'S will be
able to board the Manhattan II
for the thn2e hour \'oyage, Only sound of Roy Rubin. Carolyn
those with package deals will Hcster will perform her nightbe able to join the fun on th(> club act. Miss Hester, who has
appeared on the campus sevhigh seas.
eral times. is best known for
Reservations
for
package
her \'ersion of "Summertime,"
deals can be made in Loyola
a number which critics say best
cafeteria any evening between
captures the Hester slyIe, Curlive and six, and must be accompanied by a deposil of five rently the tal/:mted folk sInger
or ten dollars, Tickets are also has tour albums avallablc on
available from Jerry Grady in the Dot record label.
Regis 420 and Tom Browne in
The highlight of the evening
,\ cruise of Lonl:" Island Sound will be' one of the new
Regis 325.
will be the traditional crowning
lJot'wood F~..!Ith·al. MIi~' 6·8.
Chairman Robert Blackburn or the Dogwood Festival Queen.
was pleased to announce a new
Jive Five at Party
concept has been added which
promises to increase the appeal
Other plans for the weekend
of the weekend. A nightclub atare gradually being complNed.
mosphere will prevail at the
The Jive Five, famed for their
formal prom at the Longshore
rceordlng of ''I'm a Happy
Country Club on Friday eve- Man," will appear at the surf
ning.
party. Other entertainment will
ImmedlalCly following the "eaching a fair and just decibe announced for the Saturday
Hester to Entertain
night festivities in weeks to conclusion of the Thomas Web- sion, The result was that the
In addition to the big band come,
ber case on Thursday, March Cou!'t was placed in a severely
10, Mr, Frank Cunningham, '66, unfavorable light at a time
handed in his resignation as when this could be an extreme
Chairman of the legal staff to threat to Its existence.
"The Court is an essential
Acting Chief Justice Daniel T.
Morin. Mr. Cunningham stated item of student freedom. In
the following reasons for this spite of its weaknesses it serves
an important function, and
action:
"The way the Student Court
is presently set up the prosecution docs not really have the
right to decide on the validity
of a case. Because of this, last
Tuesday night I was plact:d in
the unfortunate position of
Permission to allow "lady
prosecuting a case (conct:rning
Playboy magazine) that I was visitors" into the dorms on Sunnot convinced of. BecallS{l my day afternoons was one of the
principles would not permit to bills proposed after the last
prosecute this case outright, I Student Legislature meeting
attempted to maintain a non- that may be discussed tonight.
The suggestion, proposed by
committal position which would
give the court an understanding Bob Reilly. advocates an "open
of the complications involved. door" policy from 2-5. Except
I now realize that this action for then, women will not be
of mine was mistaken. beCause permitted, as the present rule
I deprived the court of one of states.
A second motion was proposed
the elements essential to it in
Former Sludl'Dt Courl ProlM'l'ulor Frank Cunnlng-hlt.m.

attractions of fhlJl year's

Cunningham Resigns
As Court Prosecutor
should be respected and trusted.
I now reali.:te that my actions
have damaged the Court severely. and because of this damage
(unpremeditated though it was)
I feel that I can no longer be
useful in the capacity of Chairman of the Legal St8ft". It was
for this reason that my resignation was submitted:'

"Open Door Policy"

Comes Before Legislature
to establish "The Patrick Burke
Outstanding Basketball Player
Award" to be given annually to
the best senior basketball player, as decided by the coach and
athletic director. This suggestion, by John Mullen. follows
another bill proposed at the
next to the last meetIng to
name the gym after the late
basketball star.
Also proposed by John MuIConttnued on Page 6
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He-Scheduling Elections
The present election scheduling of the Student Government
encourages a mid-year slump in
its activities. We feel that holding eJections in January and in-

stalling new officers at the start
of second semester would eliminate this problem.
A system of this kind would
eliminate first semester freshmen and second semester seniors
from the Legislature. The freshmen will have an opportunity to
become thoroughly acquainted
with the members of their class
and with the workings of the

government be for e choosing
their representatives. The seniors would be relieved of their
duties at a time when they are

burdened wit h considerations
about graduation. However, the
previous officers would be available for guidance if needed.
The government would get an
impetus after semester break
from the new officers. The old
pl'oblems would be attacked
with new vigor. As the system
presently stands the newly elected officers barely get started
when summer intervenes. Under
the new system the officers will
have an entire semester of experience from which to work in
formulating plans over the summer.
We urge the Legislature to
look into the possibility of this
plan, to effect a more vital and
efficient government.

Letters To The Editor
Ildttor'I Note:
111 order to rutaII our obUp.tIoII .. aa imparUaI IIeWI medi-

um _
_

..........., &lid la Ute toter-

01 prowIdIDc adequate space

for the ~ of all nuoa-

a1J)' preeeJtted opblion, we reo
quMt &bat letters to Ute editor
10 DO 1oD«er than one typ&-wrltten page, double spaced. We re-

IMIrve the right to reject any
letters that do not meet this
req~t 01' are otberwIR .t
varlaoce wltb tbe proper func·
tIon of • ooUece oe,,'.paper. Fur·

u..mon,. '"' reqaMt tJaat; aU
letten be liveD to tbe editor no
later tIulo Friday of the week
pnoedlq- pabUeatkla.

Call for Refonn
To the Editor:
Re.: TIle Student "Court"
At the present time. the student
body of this university has a golden
opportunity to effect important. refol'l1'\8 in its present court system. A
special committee of the Student Government has been formed to consider
a possible student bill of rights. The
oonunlttp has drafted t.wo proposals
to date in regard to the court, namely:
that students should be considered innocent until proven guilty, and that
prelects should be available to be summoned by the defense for cross-examinaUon.
I feel that these two proposals are
both reasonable and equitable. These
pf'OlXlSals are also supported by 250
endorsers of a petition seeking these
reforms. In circulating this petition,
I received only seven refusals. Obviously. the overwhelming majority of the
student body wants these monns.
In order to implement these refonns.
it will be necessary to obtain first of
all the approval of the Student Gowmment. Students who support these
measures should seek the approval or
their class representatives. A similar
opportunity to obtain these reforms
may not preseltt itself again for some
time.
Students should have the right to
be presented with their accuser it they
deem it necessary to clarify the
charges against them. Secondly, the
integrity of the individual student
should be respected to such a degree
that he should be considered innocent
until proven guilty. Should the students of Fairfield be denied such basic
riehts?

"UDelI F. Altbam '89

Reply to Pacetta
To the Editor:
As regat'd to Mr. Pacetta's letter
extolling the virtues of our democratic
system upon which our country was
rounded, I, as a Justice of the Student
Court, feel that some misguided views
need to be cleared up. His conception
of the CQurt as being an Instrument of
the administration is completely erroneous; the Court was set up to hear
cases of original jurisdiction. 'nIC complaints sent in by the Prelects for abo
judlcation are considered as affidavits.
This is logically sound because It necessarily prevents the Introduction of
the representatives of authority as
witnesses for the prosecution. U this
were not so, then one would witness
a mockery of justice and the degradation of authority, if the defense would
cross-examine the Jesuit and lay prefects. These men are the duly constituted symbols 01 authority in our community. If they were to be submitted
to cross-examination, all respect would
be lost. Presumably chaos In the disciplinary system would ensue, and the
Fairfield student would attempt any
means to comer his accuser. A democracy Is based on the voluntary consent of the people and the respect invested in that authority.

Another facet of the Court which

seems to be dormant Is the right

01

a student to file a complaint against
another student. When our present
constitution was drawn up, its writers
assumed that the maturation process
would have given him added responsibility. In this case, the court is empowered to decide the guilt or inn0cence of a particular student. The fault
lies not in the Court's failure to assert
itself, but in the student's admission
or lack of maturity on his part because
he fails to take a stand In executing
disciplinary policies here at Fairfield.
I refer you to the recent STAG editorial which cites the failure of the
Corridor Council as a prime example
of the student's neglect to assume responsibility. When the students of Fair_
field University realize that they have
the means of sell government right belore them. only then can the Court become autonomous. The Court was instituted to provide the impetus for
the assumption of responsibility by the
stud~nt. When the students realize this
also, they wiD have at their disposal
a Court which will Insure their basic
rights.
RespectfuUy yours.
Gerald F. Jl'ItzputIeIc
Associate Justice of the Student Court

Statistics Interpreted

Sophomorism

To the Editor:

To the Editors:

The anlcle by Frank CUnningham on
the "Student Image of Fairfield Examined" <:ontains serious errors. Firm
conclusions on this type of research
data are quite tenuous. If I might paraphrase Dr. DiRenzo's own words. "One
can determine the quality of a barrel
of wine from one sample. but this Is
not the case when sampling people's
opinions." I might add that "clear"
conclusions are rarely drawn from a
study of this type.

Judging from the receJlt Issues of
the STAG it has become rather noisily
apparent that the license to criticize
has been absconded with by the venerable Class of 1968. 'nICir sometimes
thought provoking, sometimes crying
towellsh newsletter WbeIlMl'-er Pe.lble,
the general promulgation of a rebellious. satirical philosoPhy, and now the
feature "Dear Grace" have loudly
heralded the fact that a THOUGHT,
an IDEA is being conceived and nourished in the minds or the young men
who support and contribute 10 these
tabloids.
I have no condenmation to level on
the heads of these authors. It cannot
be denied that their words are hat'llh
and bitter. and at the same time it
cannot be constNed that bitter words
belie shallow thought. althQU&h shallow UIought seems to run rampant on
lhis campus.
In reading "Dear Grace" of the
March 9 issue of the STAG I see that
Vin Walsh has taken aim at that time
honored target of literary venom _
the Administration. And yet, th81
honorable body has taken no steps
(rom this viewpoint. to alleviate ANY
aspect of the situation. Have they ans .....ered the charges; and for that matter has the Student Court (recipient
of the Rubber Stamp A....·ard for 1965-

According to Table 5 (page 15) of
Dr. DiRenzo's study, the Business Administration students rated the faculty
4.78 which is a positive rating according to his standard of 3.5. 'The question
that remains Is the 4..78 rating alpJftcaatly different from the 5.01 rating
given the faculty by the whole sample.
When the difference is divided by the
standard error of the mean, no 11&:nilk:ant difference is revealed. Thus.
the variation, according to accepted
statistical procedure. Is due to chance
or sampling procedure.
It should also be pointed out that
only 27 (13.3%) BBA students parti_
cipated in the study. If we can assume
a proportionate share or Freshman
(26.6%1, then 7 out of these students
in 1963 were never exposed to a member or the Business (acuIty. In addition, the Sophomores (26.1%) or 7
more BBA students received instructions from only one member of the
Business faculty. Therefore. less than
one hal! of the 27 or only 13 students
had been exposed to more than one
member of the Business faculty.

66)?

Perhaps a timely qUOte from Samuel
Butler will cast a (LITTLE) light on
the darkness that Inevitably accompanies Administrative rep II e s to
Continued OD Pace I

What can we conclude from last
\l,'eeks Stag article? "The only "clear"

conclusion 01lC can draw Is that M.r.
Cunningham does not ha\'C! the vaguest
notion about sampling procedures.
probability. theory, analysis of variance. and statistical inference_ In short,
it Is apparent that he does not know
how to interpret statistical data HoPefully the Stag will appoint feature
....Titers in the future .....ho are at least
"minimally" competent in the field In
which thcy wish to write.

Robert F. O'NeU
Assistant Professor
Business Department

--.. of Dlncton
C.... m. of the IoMd _
AItt'-oy t..... uau
Editof-i...cho.f
lido.,.. P.ci
Editorial M"n"9.' __ Mi(h".1 o.M~.
Ioni,..... Jrol.... oar
Jo.... K.lI,
Secret"ry
Ch",I., Moo~l.y

5ell1or ElII...
NEWS: Michael M ..llin. S~RTS: P""I
Hughe1. FEATURES: Thomal 8,0... na.
VARIETY: J"me. G"tto. ART: p"t", D"
lill'. PHOl'06RAPHY: Richa,d Rounellu.
MAKEUP: Paul Hef"I". AD.
S;maon
VERTISING: SI"~,, Martin. CIRCULATION: P"ul O·Oonnell. Richard Nilnon.

L"".

Studenl8 have been inqulrtllJ
the aVailabUlty 01 coplee of
the FaIrfield ImaeerY Study. Coples
of the complete report are ."aUable at the r8en'e de.k of tbe
ma!n library for aU who ~ In_
tereated.
~ut

Staff
NEWS: Michael lynch. Robert Kohle,.
Rich",d Do...n.y. SPORTS: Jo),n C"ndido.
Pel", Odium, Thom01 Henn.k.n., Bitl P"l_
m"" I(e~in Fihpatrick. Mi~e bchini.

Robart SI...."rt. t.I."rice
h"nci. Cunningham. Vincent
W.bh, S..... Judd. Ro.,..J lhod... t._if
Peddicord. MAKEUP: Peter" t.linvl.U•.
PHOT06IlAP'HY: Thom", Qu"d.nbtnch.
O"niel Boyl.n. Willi"m hrT.lIi. O.nn;,
O·Neil. IUSINESS: law'lnca SuUiv"n.
FEATURES:

Misunderstanding
To the Editor:
In last week's article on the Catholic Education Forum sponsored by the
Sophomore Class, there appeared the
Statement: "Although 12 faculty
members have been approached. none
has yet volunteered for the symposium." This is in fact an erronf!OUS
statement as several of the faculty
members I had contacted were very
willing to participate in the affair. In
no way should the impression have
been given that the faculty was not
interested or enthusiastic about this
Class activity.
I regret the error on my part thal
led to the inclusion of this Inaccuracy
in the article, and I apologize to aU
concerned.
Sincerely.

...............

President. Class of 1968

O·s..lIi~"n.

f1uc:IIIl, MadllDIOr
A1beri F. R.d",. S.J.
The opinions e.p'"nw by 101umni.1
end re~i""'''f1 are their o...n end in no
"'''y r"flect Ihe Edilo,i,,1 Po.ition 0' THE
STAG.
Publi1hed ...e"kly during thl 'lg~I", uni·
"e<lity yea,. e.cept du,ing holidllv "nd
""cation pe,ioch, Th. 'ub1c,iplion ,,,I. i.
two doll,," /lnd fifty c.nl, ~, y./I'. Ad·
dr.n Bo. 91l. C.mpion H"II.
Rep'e,.nl.d fo, N"lion.II\d".'li'ing by
Nation,1 Ad....rti'in'} Se.vic., Inc.

C....piOll H." 101
"'-a: 2Sf.IOll &to )01

Offie.:
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Soundings
By Robert 8tewan

We've had a quadrangle for six months. But we haven't
done anything with it yet_ Oh, we've had intennittent NIT
rallies that didn't get us there; and the troops threw themselves
into a brief but massive snowball battle one cold, boring night.•
But we haven't serious I)' asked ourselves what this court between the dorm and the cafeteria means for us as students or
Stags (take your pick) of Fairfield University. Are we going to
let this huge mud puddle go to waste? As conscientious students
- no! We cannot!
Circumstances may force us to use the quad for a very
practical purpose. With the University being sued for tossing
dormitories onto somrone's front lawn, we may have to set up
tents or erect temporary hovels on the quad for next year's
freshmen. lIt will have to be freshmen, of course. They don't
have the maturity for responsible dorm life. They would pin up
Playboy calendars, or something. No. a tent is the best place
for a freshman). But this arrangement will not be permanent,
and we will still be faced with the challenge of doing something
creative and intellectual with our quad.
At the present time, the only Indlvldual who has made
creative use of the territory under discussion has been Snoopy
(soon to be awarded the tiUe of Mascot of Student Morale and
given a new office in Suarez Hall), who occasionally engages in
a creative romp with someone's suit jacket in the quad mud.
What I am suggesting, calling for, demanding, is that we have
a few speeches, debates, or either radical rightist or radical
leftist rallies in our quad. somewhat In the same fashion as the
ones that occur in Columbia University's fine quadrangle. Per·
haps Mr. Petry could coaeh us in the fine art of quadrangle
debating from the experll"OC'C of his Columbia da)·s.
There are several obstacles to this, [ know:
1. It's cold out there. But, if you want to be naturalistic
about it, when the warmth and sap of spring starts flowing,
there is no I'eason why Sl>ontaneous f1areups of outdoor Intellectual controversy couldn't happen.
2. It's mudd)'. That will take care of itseU, however. In
the spring new grass seed will be planted and more straw will
be scattered over it. The students, of course, will continue to
tramp across it, grinding the straw into the mud The heat of
the sununer sun will bake this mixture. This, as our archeology
majors know, I!> the age old fonnula for making adobe. By next
year we will ha\'e a nice hard adobe quadrangle upon which to
gather.
3. We will most likely have to reserve the quad in advance
through the regular channels (or labyrinth), which, unfortunately. introduces a little planning into our spontaneity.
So, we see, the obstacles are not insurmountable.
There are some very pressing issues that demand to be
debated in the quad. We could discuss the peaceful use of snow
power. Fr. CUllen and Dr. DIRenzo could debate Italian tribal
morality. And the Knights of Columbus could defend their odd
doctrine that Christopher Columbus disco\'ered America..
Anyone who ....'ould like to donate a soapbox or, better still,
a desk from Gonzaga dormitory that we can use for speakers to
stand on in the quad can get in touch with me through the reg.
ular channels (if you can find out what they are). And any
student who wishes to speak on anything at all (within limits)
had beller start organizing his spontaneous outburst now.
Fah·fleld. arise! We will not he a university until we have
supported at least onc cause in our quadrangle!
• The upshot oC which was a brand new piece oC legislation
banning thc hurling of snowballs. (I assume that we can still
make snowballs if we can find a peacefUl use for them). Actually,
this regulation could be ps)'chologically and morally disastrous;
many students on non-ro-ed campuses sublimate their sex drives
by throwing snow. If more snowballs had been thrown this year
we wouldn't have had to tape Playboy pinups on our walls, and
some of our fine young Christian gentlemen (cr. John Henry
Newman) wouldn't have had to defend their artistic conscience
before the student court.

McGovern Appraises
Jesuit Un iversities
By Ke\'iD McGo\'em

The Second National Confer·

ence for Student Government
Presidents of Jesuit Colleges
was held at Marquette University In Milwaukee, Wisconsin on
Feb. 18, 1966. The main purpose
of this conference was to discuss the role of Student Governments within the university
community and to thereby con·
sider current problems related
to the Student Go\'ernment at
Jesuit Colleges.
On the agenda were such
topics as International Affairs,
New 'Thinking on Student Invol\'ement, Student Government
and Social-Political Problems,
etc., but each of us was aware
of the fact that we were not
there to discuss sueh Idealistic
topics. Each delegate had come
to MiI.....aukee with a problem
that he hoped would be solved
by another school. In the Ught
of this the agenda was changed
so that the real problems could
bed_
A conference of this type
proved to be very educational
and at the same time sh()y"ed
me that Fairfield Univel'Sity Is
the most liberal Jesuit College
In the United States, both on an
Academic and Disciplinary level.
Fairfield University, well-known
among the other Jesuit Schools,
Is ronsidered. the "Ivy League
University of Jesuit Schools."

MUlly were amazed by our nonmandatory retreat system, unlimited cuts for upper division
courses, late permission until
3:30 a.m., corridor privileges
and the Student Court. "This Is
my idea of he:l\'en", one delegate exclaimed.
Regis College, (or example,
has weekend campuses that are
stricti)· enforced. The student
who is campused must be in
his room at his desk Crom 7 p.m
to 1:30 a.m. on Friday and Satun:1ay nights. Showers and
phones cannot be used after
10 p.m. on nights preceedinr
class days. Dorm students may
have late permission until 1:3C
a.m. on Friday and Satl.lJ'da,y
nights and 12:30 a.m. on evenings prior to a holiday. Suc'

REILLY LEADS PKT
INTO SECOND YEAR
On Monday, February 28. Phi
Kappa Theta FraternIty \'oted
in a new slate of ofTIcers. Bob
Reilly was elected President,
Andy Mollo, Vice President, Ed
Barius. Treasurer, Kent Barthelmess, the Cormer President
Recording Secretary, Tom Mulligan, Con'Csponding Secretary,
Nick Abbot, Alumni Secretary,
Larry Cszajkowski. Pie d g e
Chairman. and McClure Ells.....orth, Rush Chairman.
On March 7, the new officers
were formany inaugurated.
Tv.'o senice projects. a ticket
campaign for the Glee Club
Concert which is held at the
Klein Memorial Auditorium for
the benefit of the Bridgeport
Area Club, and an operation
alert, which seeks to make tho

Bishop Curtis To Moderate
Vatican II Discussion
Four New York City pUblishIng firms have scheduled a twopart p'anel discussion on "The
Mea'ning of Vatican CoWlCU U"
at Fairfield University, March
31, to. mark their- offic1al publi.
cation, the next day, ot The
Documenta or Vatican D.
The 81G-page book incorpor·
ates commentaries by Roman
catholic Bishops and Council
experts and essays of response
and appraisal by Protestant and
Orthodox clergy. The reference
edition of the tcxt will be
published April 15.

I

Reflecting the spirit of Vat- rector of the National Council
ican n, the book Is a joint ef· of catholic Men; the Right Rev.
fort of Catholic and Protestant Msgr. George G. Higgins, dlfirms, The American Pre8&, rector of the NCWC Social Ac-Guild Press, Inc_, Association tlon Department, and the Rev.
Press and Herder & Herder.
C. J. Me.t'l"aspy, S·.J., associate
The eight panel participants, editor of ·Amerka.· .
ChOsen in' the same spirit, wm
The Most Rev. Walter W.
include Dr. John C Bennett, CUrtis, S.T.D., Bishop oC Bridgepresident of Union Theological port, will moderate the afterSeminary; the Very Rev. Alex- noon session on 'The Church's
ander Schmemann, dean of St. Encounter With Itself." The
Vladimir's Orthodox Theological Rev. Donald R. Campion, S.J.,
Seminary, Yonkers, New York; director of the Fordham-Na·
the Rev. Walter M. Abbott, S.J., tivlty, project wllliead the eveneditol' of The Docume.nta O([lng discussion on "The Church's
Vatlcanll; Martin H. Warl di- Encounter With the World."

I

oldel' citizens oC this area aware
of the deadline for applying fOI
Medicare were the first duties
on their agenda. PKT memben
ha\'e pied~ed full support for
their ofTicers and for these nC\\
plans.
Last weekend, March 11-13.
Phi Kappa Fraternity held Its
Cirst Annual Retreat at Shadowbrook Seminary in Lenox, Mass.
Rev. William Mcinnes, S.J. conducted. the retreat for the of·
ficers, members and current
pledges of the fraternity.

rules are (ound in a majority
;:,f Jesuit Colleges in the United
States.
Another common complaint
was that the Dean of Men
visited off-campus homes and
apartments randomly. This has
often been the cause of expulsion. Many of the delegates
wondered how Fairfield University. a relatively new school
in the Connecticut hills, could
be so liberal and at the same
time have a reputation for
academic excellence. With this
in mind, I left Milwaukee with
a rather optimistic point or
view. Our problems are rela·
tively small compared to those
of our counterparts.
The biggest problem at Fairfield Is that our Government is
.IOt supported by its students.
Our structure, form, and cansti·
tUtion bave several &"''5 but
this can be overcome. For a
Student Government to work
properly it must have the IUp-.
port of its students before and
after the elections We may be
ahead of other schools on the
Academic and Disciplinary level,
out on the student level our
Govenunent must have constructive plans and projects.
·Outside speakers are unheard
of, trips to N.Y.C. and other
places 01. Interest have never
oeen fonnulated lnternational
programs and Student Discount
..:ards are still other possibilities. Student Governments are
respected. by students on other
~ampuses because the students
Mlpport their Government. Instead of complaints, letters to
the editor, bull sessions in
rooms, etc., these students get
up and do something construct1\'C about their problems.
Our ''lvy League College" or
"Utopia of the East Coast" has
someUting other schools do nol
have a somewhat liberal
Administration. If we as stu·
dents in this liberal atmosphere
take advantage of this situation
md do something constructive
before the gates close, Fairfield
Jnh'ersity will be the best
Jesuit University in the United
States.

Seniors Plan
Class Gift
Edward J. Shugrue, Presldcnt
of the Class of 1966, announced
this week that the Senior Class
Gift Drive will begin next Monday, March 21. The Committee,
to be headed by Frederick Barrett, met with Fr. Mclnnes.
S.J., President, and Fr. George
Mahan, S.J., Executive Assistant, this past Monday to dlacuss
the operation of the drive It·
self. Next Monday, the' entire
committee. chairmen and workers, will meet with the President for thp official start of the
drive.
The Executive Committee,
which Mr. BaITelt has chosen,
will Include Daniel Finn, Donald King, Maurice O'Sullivan,
Simun Lavin, Ronald Santora,
Roger Fazzone and F ran k

McCann. These men in turn will
choose the workers for their
conunitt.ee.
Tentative plans are to donate
the fireplace and furnishings of
the Student Lounge on the first
ftoor of the new Campus Center
as the class' metnorial to the
Univ~rslty. y..1r. Ban'ett &1ated
U1at. the conuplttee welCOmes'
any·othc:r SlJggestipns'as .to th'e
gift; and perSons wishing to do
so may contact him in Regis
326.
Starting Monday, March 21,
members of the Committee will
be around to contact the Seniors on an Individual basis concerning their pledge. Questions
about any phase of the drive
will be answered by the workers at this time.
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drama

Quaint· But Charming

-

No matter what else may be
true of WUllam Inge's plays,
they are always about real.
vivid, hwnan beings. In fact,
you might go so far as to say
that in the theater of William
Inge, the people are the plays.
The goodness or badness of an
Inge work generally depends on
how finely he has sketched his
characters and how well be bas
managed the conJlicts which
naturaUy arise among them.
Inge's latest play, Wbete..
Daddy!. at the Billy Rose Theater, 15 no exception. It bas its
ups and downs, but in the end
the characters save the day.

=

---

•

Where'.

Liturgical Jazz
By ,fantM Gatto

Can jazz (or should jazz) be
uttlized as llturglcal music!
The Mass grew basically from
dllIerent approaches to singing
in the congregation and emerg·
cd as a musical fonn around
the 14th century. Since then,
It has been explored by differ·
ent composers: Beethoven's
Mhisa Solemnhl and Bach'liI B
Minor M",," are both ftDe ezamples of the Mass produced in
a classical fonn. It should not
be considered unusual, then,
that even 1I0W. those whO com·
pose and study the progressive
edge of con temporary music
should examine the Mas s
in terms of musicaJ expression
and the validity of music as reoligious ceremony. Furthermore.
it is perhaps most litting that
American jazZ be the motivation for such consideration, Jan
has its origin in religious music,
specifically, jazZ has Its roots
deep - sunk in the spirituality
of the American Nesro, It is
postulated, in fact, that jazz
as a melodic fonn emer&ed
from the ritualistic beat of Negro funeral chants. With this
fact in mind, then, the tar&e
part that music has continued
to play in Negro worship be·
comes understandable the
most popular exponent of the
Negro spiritualistic fonn pJ'Ob.
ably being Mahalia Jackson.
The relationship between American jazz and Negro worship
brings to mind more ,peclDcally
a recent concert in San Francisco's Grace Cathedral. The
music was written mostly by
Duke Ellington and perfonned
by hls orchestra In con;tunct1on
with ·the Herman McCoy choir
~ ~1i£1ous ~ Esther Mar·
row. The music for the Mass
was written specifically by El·
Iington as a contribution to
the facilities of genuine wor·
ship and, Indeed, most of those
having attended professed that
the service was conducted In
good taste and in a very stirring manner. The question
which logically comes to UPt,

theil, deals with the validity of
American jazz as a form of
worship in the Roman Catholic
Chul'ch, since it has already
been accepted, at least to some
extent, by the other American
faiths.
The Church is an institution
that has sustained the onslaught of time for 2000 years.
The reason it has been able to
withstand the political, moral,
and economic changes which
have logically accompanied this
period of time, lies in the fact
that the Church adapts tble1f
to the changes of contemporary
life. Such innovations as the
folk Mass, and the new liturgy,
radical concepts only a decade
ago, are now a world-wide reali·
ty. Why then should American
jazz (the only true art fonn
that America as a culture has
contributed) be neglected! The
folk Mass and. the new liturgy
were inno\'ated so as to give
the individual a greater sense
of participation and understandIng in the functioning of the
Mass as a religious ceremony.
American music is now. and
Indeed always has been, the
conunon denominator of man's
relationship to man; why, then,
should American music not be-come the common denominator
~f glan's relationship to God?
It seems that the concept of
music-worship has echoed even
in Rome. Only recently, during
the Ecumenical Council, the
Pope assisted in the presentation of the Ethiopian RUe as
a function of the Mass. Drums,
cymbals, and a variety of string
Instruments were utilized in the
execution of this part of the
Mass. Here In America, Paul
Hom and Lalo Schifrin have
compoSed a jazz Mass 'Which
has been presented and over·
wl:ielmingly received in Maine.
Massachusetts, and California.
Where is the jazz Mass
going? We can only say this:
jazz has proved itself to be the
pulsebeat or American emotions, American morals and
American culture; perhaps jazz
will soon prove Itself to be the
pulsebeat also of American re.
ligion.

~!

in f use d with intense emo.
tion and meaning on various
levels. which stunningly inte-grates with and. expresses the
" " ' - d'etft of the play at
hand
Mr. Inge has been lambasted
by the daily critics for thill
play; they say be has been u.
original In treatment of his
theme, and more importantly,
that his theme Is worthless.
'The first criticism bas validity.
for Inge has not integrated his
naturalistic set with the telling
of his play. or, for that matter,

I1"

concerns an

made any striking inDovatioDs
In other respects either. The
critics, however, sbou1d 1I:IIow
better than to make the second
criUcism; their business II; DOt
to judge what an author sbouId
say but simply bow well be bas
said It. U lDge wants to deteDd
tradlUonal values, that's b1s

.........

Wbere'. ~ ! may DOt be
new in Ideas 01' treatment. but
within its clreurnscripttom, it
Is a charming comedy, cmsistently invoMDg and rewarding.

..-. """"

iI

Dear Grace

Insecure young beatnik living
with a girl he has made pregnant, The two are now married
but plan to be separated when
their baby is born. ThC! ~
While waiting in line the othC!l' day to register for "Goose
lem is not that they don't love Step 122" (a rather innocent 2-credit course), I noticed with
eacb other, but that they some small degree of horror that I had lost my ration of 'Ibougbt
wouldn't want to be anything Control pills. My carelessness worries me a bit. because here it
so square 88 married. Into this is the middle of March and I have that eerie feeling that "Tbe
situation steps Mrs, Bigelow, Second Annual Spring-Fever Revolt of Self.Rlghteous, Indignant,
the
girl'S
"oh-6uch-a~be" and Rather Stupid Students" will be UpOn us in no time at all.
mother, from Andover, Mass,
It seems that whenever election-time comes up, an attitude
and Pinky, a flftylsh, homosex· of jaundlcoo indifference Is wiped away and the Stags begin to
ual English teacher
from congregate In small. shlfty~yed groups to plot devlous, treacbBrooklyn Heights, who has erous, and rash schemes aimed at foiling the guards In their
raised the boy eVer since be appointed rounds.
found him in a gay bar at the
The things that should have been done all year, the things
age of fifteen, Both parent and that should have been said aU year, the things that an 8-month
protector are appalled at the posture of laziness could not advance - all these will walt
young couple', concepts of life, unUl the first few weeks of wann weather, when at last a few
and the rest of the play details people pop out of a state or glaSS>'~yed, humble, and forgetful
how, through liberal applica- indlJJerence.
tlons of butternut wisdom. they
You see, Grace, it seems that neither "side" learned hun
get the kids to stay together last year's Spring or angry words and knitted brows. A plea for
and live hopefully ever after. a new Administration approach and attitude went unheeded; so.
It sounds corny; indeed there too, has the plea for an active and imaginative student leadership
is nothing striking about the 1'0ne unanswered. The Administration aaw the solution to a
play's basic premises. But WiI- p.-oblem of student fennent In "tightening up the ship." The
lIam Inge is nobody's fool Student Government acted in kind by promptly making it a
when It canes to playwriting. "ship of fools:' And so It seems that we are caught in a vtdous
For instance, one of the main circle of reaction: the fears of opening the gates of chaos make
themes in the play Is that pro- administrator war')' of exposing vulnerable sides, and the unwiIJ.
pie are people and that people ingness of the Student Government to close a wide gap of comare good, even the ones who be- municatlons has brought about the same situation Falrfteld has
long to minority groups. How seen before.
does Inge work this in? He
The two-fold problem of achieving some sort of mutual trust
casually lets Mrs. Bigelow dis- and collaboration has Its roots primarUy in Fairfield's refusal to
cover that her daughter's best relax a (rostratina:ly paternalistic hand. Students are told that
friends are Negroes, occasion- they have no grounds for demanding 'Tights" when they show
ing remarks such as "I have no responsibility, and while it is true that little maturity is
nothing against integration. He- shown by some. it seems equally true that little responsibility
ally. After all I belong to the can be developed when little opportunity Is offered It 15 only
Urban League. But I just never through the USC of his freedom that tbe individual develops a
thought It would happen to my sense of self-restraint, But as of yet this will not be admitted.
daughter:' Then, after Mrs. will not be listened to.
Bigelow meets the Negroes and
The problem arises, too, that we are only interested in the
finds herself charmed by them, quick an!! easy panacea, the painlC!SS Improvement, the easy way
she sighs and sadly remarks: out. The realization that student leadership. initiative, and
"Oh dear. It seems you can't energy is necessary to establish channels through which we can
hate anyone nowadays." This be respected, and by which we can aCCOOtpllsh changes. Is DOt
sort of craftsmanship Is UJ1Ob.. there.
ln1sive, but very good; It
That easy way out. then, is the Spring - for It's been shown
trundles in, makes Its remark that May words don't have to be translated into september
with humor or tenderness, and actions, It's been shown that during the year most of the Student
goes Its way; the wonder of It Body is not only uninteresled in what could be done, but Is ...· ery
Is that It leaves Its gentle char- much opposed to doing any of the work.
aeter behind on the audience,
And what results (or what might result) only pushes us
at times indelibly. In fact, there further back Into the reactionary jungle of thoughts, Incrlrnlna..
is one of these special times In tions, and irresponsible actions.
this play. It occurs when the
So it will all walt until consistent, mature leadership apboy, anxious over the impend- pears. Either that or we have our annual "uprising" which is at
lng birth of his child, asks his best unproductive, and at worst, deStructive to all concerned.
benefactor, Pinky, If he can
. But t~cn, w.ho knows? Maybe brute, Ignorant force will
come back to live with him; eventually be the only way. Unless, that ls, some one I8·Ustenlng.
Pinky softly says no, and teUs
.
Yours,
him thafhe must I:Ie on his own
.. : , ._ '.
. Lou l"elNIcord
now. The boy rocks on his feet.I-~"-'~~-~.:-_----:~=========~=:;
twitches his hands, and then
suddenly throws his arms
MAKEUP CREDn5
around this man who has been
Summer Session
childhood, home, and love to
PRESCRIPTIONS
BROADW"Y
TUTORING
him. Both men cry, and as they
SUPPtlES
SCHOOl
separate the theater Is so silent
SUNDRY NEWS
that you could hear a heartFaimHl
Shopping
CAm.
New H..,.,
beat. 'Ib!8 II; supreme dramatic
art, the erN tion of an action

I
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more lellers 10 Ihe edilor
CoatlDued from Pap Z

"thoughtless?" student questions: "It
is not our buslness to help students
10 think for themselves. Surely this is
the very last thing which one who
wishes them well should encourage
them to do. Our duty is to ensure
that they shall think as we do, or at
an)' rate. as we hold Is expedient to
say we do."
I hope to receive an answer to my
question. and I hope to receive a great
deal of support from my classmates
of '67. lbere is a noticeably sad lack
of concern among the Juniors. and I
won't pretend to escape the blame. I
should like to do something about It.
lhough.
Youn,
Bart Franey. 1167

Academy Praised
To the Editor of the STAG:
I feel that your article on the Studmt Academy needs some clarification.
You have apparently over-generalized
from the facts of one meeting and
ha"e given a false impression concernIng the interests of members.
For the .ft.rst time notices for such
meetings were not given out at the
usual time. They were one month in
advance, covering two meetings. Hu-

man nature as it is., tber'e is a tendency
to forget. as what happened. Also if
you recall. there was a holiday on the
following day. It 15 the custom of members of the Academy to notify tlIe
President when they do not expect
to attend, and this custom was observed by most of those who were not
present.
Such a vast generalization from only
one meeting seems to me to be a
gross generalization and indicates a
lack of sensitive perception. Actually.
attendance at meetings has been excellent.
:Maybe such infonnation was obtained from a few members who feel that
they are wasting their time. But according to the purpose of the Academy.
their opinions can be voiced within the
group at any time a ~ber wishes.
Complete free expression is aUowed at
the sessions for anyone to speak his
mind about the school or any activity
in it.
I would like to take this opportunity
to Inform any student that It he would
like to suggat any topic for dlscu:;sion. the door to Fr. Mclnnes' otrice is
open to aU students. or if they would
prefer. contact me. Rumors, statements
and the attitude "they will De\'er 58)'
yes" to'A'ilI'ds the Administration or the
Faculty in their decisions, methods or
attitudes about the students can very

Justice Defends Court
To the Editor:
I Vo'OU1d fint like to commend
the STAG for Its editorial concerning student respons.ibilit)·
which appeared In the Feb. 23
issue of this year. The COUl1
has had only one case in its
one and one-half year histor}
which involved a student com·
plainant, And even this incident, which came before us
was perpetrated off campus.
I have hean! of persons who
have wanted to bring fellow
students before the court but
have decided against it for reasons only they could know.
This is a truly unfortunate
set of circumstances for the
Court was set up for the purpost> of providing the opportunity for students to discipline
tI,emsel"es. The students do no'
reali:l:e what potential the Court
has for them to show their
maturity and responsibility, es-

~ially in a situation aa aang(>rous as the one mentioned.
Pcr'lsps It the Student Court

was utilized by the students to
a sulricient extent, then thl
Administration would realiZE
that many of the rules and reg
...Iatlons now in effect could b..
jlspensed with. for the student~
.lave amply demonstrated theh
ability to cope with disclpllnary matters on their own. The
solution. therefore. lies wJtlI the
students. Now it is their turn
to act.
It I may. I would like to cin.
tinue and direct my following
remarks to Mr. Pacetla of the
Class of '68 who. after having
viewed a Court case. beUeved
that he had witnessed "unjust
justice." I first want to clear
up two points. 1) Theoretically.
under existing stipulation&, the
defendant. If reported by a
member of the adminJatration.
I----~:_-::~-:::_:-:::~IIis guilty until proven innocent
ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEE If he is reported by another
PROGRAM
3tudent. then the reverse is
A program designed to true: innocent until proven
develop future administr". guilty. I sa.Jd theoretically betors in " .....ide variety of cause there have been cases
profeuional fiekls. Beginning handed in by the administrasalaries _ $5760 ..... ith Bac:h- lion where, for one reason Ql"
' __' $6160 '!h u .... '
another ,the student was dee __ s;
..... 1 m,,:>.er l. dared innocent by the court. In
For particulars and brochure
' to fact. bec3use of lack of evidence
descri bing program, write
Robert G. Mack, Room 405,
the student charged with at·
State Personnel Deportment,
tempted tlIeft that evening was
State Office 8uikling, Hart- fouru! lnuocent by this court
ford, Connecticut.
2) No ,Tesuit or lay prefect is

~

easily be cleared up when ooth sides
are heard from. Wild tumon are evidences of a closed mind and can only
lead to strained relations. The President's Academy has its basic objective
to replace tumor by fact.
I hope that in the future an honest
appraisal will be made based on all
the factors concerned.
Sincerely.
TbomasLond«gan

Olainnan, President's Academy

Sell.Defense
To the Editor:
Dear Sir,
In the March 9th. 1966 issue of The
Sta&", you published statements which
cannot be SUbstantiated. Specifically,
you said that "the most flagrant example" of spoils system politics in Mr.
Bannon's appointments to the Executive Board was "the dubious choice"
of Michael Griffin as Social Chairman.
These statements were certainly sensational but unfortunately not true.
First. it is GUM Promotions, QOI. Pr0ductions. Secondly. this )'ear The
Bleach Boys have played 75% fewer
engagements than last yew at Fairfield and the other colleges which
deal with Fairfleld's Social Olainnan.
Thirdly. although GUM Promotions is

before the court to press his
charges or be questioned by
defense counsel. However. tlIere
have b...aen occasions when prefeets have consented to do so,
and when the court feels that
their presence would be helpful
then they shall be nsl{ed to
participate. Of course. as I have
said, they are under no obligalion to do so. and tlIe Court
would only kindly request their
being at the session. The Court
.:Joes not have the power to
summon them, However. the
complainant. whether he be
student or prefect, must offer
sufficient evidence to tlIe Court.
In other words. he is obligated
to back up his accusation although he need not be physically present in the courtroom
to do so. This can be achieved
through the complaint forms
and any additional information
he may furnish to prosecution.
Still this type of Justice may
seem "unjust" to you. You must
remember that the present Student Govenunent Constitution
was approved by a different
president of the University. My
own peNonal opinion was that
It was a miracle It was approv_
ed. at all, The mood of the adminlstratlpn at that time was
rAther conservative and aloof.
Perhaps concessions had. to be
made to the administration on
certain points of the Constltution by the original formulators
of this docwnent. I am delighted tlIat we ha....e tlIis constitution rather than none at all.
We can work our way from
here to tlIe day when it may

an entertainment booking agency,
Fairfield University receives this service gratis. Finally. whereas Mr, Bannon and I are presently roomates. this
was nol. tlIe case at the time of the
appointment.
Speaking as a member of the Executive Board. I welcome all criticism of
a constructive nature. However. superficial and misinfonned c:ritlcism, such
as appeared in last week's editorial. Is
worthy only of disdain and pity.
Respectfully,
llIlcbaoI 0 ......
Soclal Director

Bisacca Lauded
To the Editor:
Coach George Bisacca's Statement
concerning the NIT deltvered at the
recent meeting of the Metropolitan
Basketball Writers' AssocIation was
incisive and forthright, yet well-ternpered and tasteful In fact. It seems to
me that the exemplary tenor of BIsacca's attitude manifests an integrity
that Is. unfortunately. only too uncommon in Academic as well as in
Athletic communities.
Sincerely yours.

no Court. then where would our
attempted theft individual be?
He ma)' possibly be dismissed
from school or the like for an
acUon that was dubious to
begin with. I feel it Is far more
just for a court composed of
your own peers to consider and
weigh the e\1dence rather than
having one individual do it But
perhaps, Mr. Pacetta. you would
be content in seeing tbe Court
dissol....e and reverting to pre.
vious administration policies.
Where does that leave the student? Out in the cold as far
as I'm concerned.
In conclusion. I would ask
you. Mr, Pacetla. how many
serious infractions you have
failed to report to the Court?
How many times have you
failed in being responsible to
yourself and your fellow students? Just how mature an
individual are you! The parti_
ally eIT'OneDUS situation you present in your letter may eventually materialize because of this
desperate lack of responsibility
and maturity on the part of
the student body. which you
yourself may now be fostering,
I suggest that the next time
)"Ou write a letter you do a bit
more thinking beforehand
Truly )'OUrS,
Daalel T, Horta

Budolpb~,

English Department

Would you buy
review books
written by
Shakespeare?
~ ... ! Tofilld .. whit SAl

You ReI complete plot summaries;
.txplIftttioa 0I1Ction, lanluql,
dlMecten, styIt 01 wriMI: backlfQlllld
0- .... aurhots:

lois 01 QtIOfes from tilt

llooki:'1II-.tr oI.nota: kluse in booIc
l'IIlOItI ..• weryllMnl .... student ....
til bini Itle ineomprebeMibl. into
enloyable reedinl and .. bell" IIIIfb.
r.. tile SiMplifMd Apptoa IodtJ'I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~U~U~de~'~""'~V~O~b~I~;g~a~ti~'o~n~,~o;;,~P~pe~arinbe

Colouial Barber Shop
188 • POST ROAD, FAIRFIElD. CONN,
(Next to Howard Johl'llOftS)
"George"
Proprietor

Thomss

"Chip" Messenger
~.,..~

possible
that the
student,
any
situation,
is innocent
until proven gullty lind that
prefects may be summoned by
the court; but I believe that
~uch a reality is a Ion&: way
:.lnless of course. you wish to
:ire the shot heard "round the
~pus.' Mr. Pacetta.
Finally, I would say that
r,lllr charge that the Court Is
but another tool of the Adminis:tration Is totally false. I 85i1ire you that the Court does
Snoopy - I'IMCOt of Studeat
mil Ir helping the student as Morale (11(\8 "SowuUnp,"
:nuch as it can. If there were PAl"e S).

oa

.

Ily lalkilla
Ibout. Who can expIIin Shailapure •
WIlla $Wtspeare? IlI11JOl11 CliII, ir,
e..I'OlI" in this Simplified Appf1lICfl SIrieL
EIdl ttudy pride, prepll'Id br In UI*t.
Is .livtIJ and intltestinl, it miJt!'1Iae
_
written br the ~r himself.

rilichns. and tile rest
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G-2, C-4 In Water Polo Finals
By John CaacUdo
The stage is set for the final
match to determine the Intramural Water Polo champion as
a result of last Monday night's
Semi FInal competition.

The victory enables Gonzaga 2
to advance to the Final Match
which will be held on next Monday night at 7:30 at the Shehan
C
P J
enter 00,
Cocking, ... powerful as well
Gonzaga 2 unleashed a secret as graceful swimmer, opened
weapon by the name of Roger the scoring at the nine minute
Gocking as they easily out~ mark of the first half by blisterclassed a strong and determined
f t . g,. 2
1.-- by a '2 ~ ......ing a shot ..,."'t goalie Jim
:~~~-:'::':=-:::''''':::~:':~:'::'~-=:"':'~=~=-==-~-=-_'::'

Student Court
Studenl A carne before this Coon to stale his reasons for
an appeal of an Indeftnite campus issued him by a Lay Resident

Spano, Unrelenting, Roger then,
less than two minutes later,
dazed Spano as he "rocketed"
In another shot making the
•• I Go
2' r
score """ n
nzaga savor,
On! <..
b
II S
y ... ~ saves y goa e pano
prevented Cocking from scoring again in the first half.
In ~......
' - d balf ac " on, K
'
evm
Kammerer scored on a break
away to lengthen Gonzaga 2's
lead to 3-0. But "never say die"
Regis 2 stormed back on t¥.-o
quick goab by Ron Esposito to
close the gap.
However, Cocking, playing
defense for most of the second
half, switched positions and
once again awed all present as
he promptly iced the game by
scoring his third tally of the
night.
Campion 4. earned the right
to face Gonzaga 2 In the champlonshlp match in easy fashion
by a forfeit win over Gonzaga
3, Campion 4 will be led. by Jim
Nicksa, John Hamel, and Paul
McGrath but Gonzaga 2 has
Roger "Rocket" GockIng.
--"---------''----

I

Assistant.
Morin - 8eDIor JusUoe
This Court would like to clarify for the entire student body
the situation concerning appeals. The Student Court has no
jurisdiction over any appeal case, save tbose concerning traffic
violations. This Court Is a body of original jurisdiction. as specifled in Article UI, Section 1, subsection (a) of the Student
Association Constitution, and therefore cannot entertain any
appeal cases. }fo\\.·ever, appeals (rom sanctions sununarily given
(I.e. sanctions imposed. directly ,at that moment, by any prefect)
may be refeITed to the Supreme Courl. In the event that a student wishes to question the juslness of an automatic sanction SPORTS PERSONALITY
he may file with the Student Court a brief seeking grounds for
Continued from Pl&ge .,
a trial, An automatic sanction would be one incurred for not
sIgning in on time or not being in your room for night check.
Ovel' the past summer Ev
The student must realize though that neither court has joined New York Giant trainers
the obligation to heal' the appeal or set a date for a trial, un- John zeigel and John Johnson
less of course, Ihe appeal concerns a suspension or dismissal in conducting a cllnic for the
from the University. Furthermore, if an appeal is from a de- benefit of area student trainers.
cislon of the Student Court then the student must file his appeal Every aspect of the profession
with the Supreme Court within forty-elght (48) hours of effect· fl-om simple laplngs to delicate
ive notlficatlon of the lower court decision.
sprains and muscle injuries
One tlnal pOint. Students who do file appeals with the were included in this compre·
Supreme Court or briefs for a trial with the Student Court henslve Instruction program.
MUST comply with lhe sanction given, whether it be automatic This is just another testimony
or imposed by a prefect, until that time when either Court to the respect that those of
shall rule that the appeal or brief for a trial has been accepted. the profession ha\'e for Ev.
---------'-'---------------'----'-----------

Five ideal dates.
Three dollars($3)
Join In the most ad.... turous experiment of our time. Open_
lion Match. Let the IDM 7090 Computer (the world's most perfect
matchmaker) stamp out blind dates for you.
Two Harvard juniors started it. 100,000 students ha.. done It.
Now you and 3,400,000 college students in 1500 coUeceo in 50
cities can sign up and join in!
Just -.I us the coupon. We'll send you the Opentloa MaldI
Quantitative Penonality Projection Test pronto!
Then return the questionnaire with $3.00. What you," like
and what you like will be tnnsIated into our 7090', nvmory 6Ie.
It willecan the qualifications of every member of the oppooite_
from this _phic eree. Then it will select the &.. or _
matches best for you.
You'll recei.. your names, addresses and telephone numhero
within three weeks. You'll be what your date is looking for. Your
date will be what you are looking for. In other words: the matches
will be mutual
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Dear IBM 7090.
I am 17 or over (and 'l:1 or under) and I want to help stImp
out bliDd dates. So mail me lIlY questioonaire. QuidII

.......

••
dly

Operation Match
Compatability Research, Inc.
171 M.-ehusettl Avenue, Cambridge, Massac:huaettl
• •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4

One Small CVoice
Frflnk J. CI/.flllm"ha,n

When a person takes it upon himself to write a co]unm the
aim is generally to ofTer constructive criticism of Ideas and
trends, With this hope of stimulating some type: of reform or
~valuation in mind, there are basically two approaches open
to him. Ii he accepts the Hegelian principle of the dialectic, and
feels that a moderate approach grows out of the conftict of two
diametrically opposed ideas. then h e w III ph rase his opinions In
such a way as to set up this dialectic, having confidence in the
belief that the end result will be the one he desires. The other
approach available is the policy of stating both the good points
and the bad points observable in any given situation and hoping
that this objective appraisal will lead to thoughtful consideration
and correction.
Both approaches have their own disadvantages. TIle exaggerated approach is likely to be written oft as an ill-conceived
and bitter slur and so no dialogue results. The objective evaluation contains implicit in it the idea that things are really not
that bad and we can get along for a while longer with the existing situation. Either WII)' the columnist can be frustrated lD his
attempts a.t tmpro\'emenl.
For better than two years now this column has functioned
under the principle that the dialectic approach is the quickest
and most effective way to cause re-thought and re-evaluation.
Exaggerations have been made because their shock value was
considered important. It Is ham to acknowledge failure after
'more than two years of work. But if the thoughts expressed
here have caused stimulation, It has been minimal. In light of
this failure the other approach must be tried.
Very much has been said in the past few weeks about the
authoritarian methods of the Administration. Reference has been
made to dorm regulations, proper dress, proper habits of personal cleanliness, etc" etc. Thoughts have also been expressed
about anti-Intellectualism and the lack of creativity on campus,
lOne must grant that there Is an elemcnt of validity in all these
charges. But there is also all elcment of error or exaggeration.
LeI's briefly try to look at these things objectively for a change.
I»olnt number olle: rC8trieth'c reguIaUon8.
One must considcr in speaking of regulations that the school
has a two-fold obligation. First It must preserve, for the common
good, some semblance of order and sane procedure on campus.
This includes; N.'gulations such as late lights, rcstrictions on
noise, and the right to demand thai a room be cleaned if It has
reached such a state that il is detrimental to the comfort of
others liVing on the Sllme corridor. Therefore, regulations must
exist, but the.'" should always be enforced with an eye to the
individual case lind the spirit In which the law was written.
Point number two: IUlU.lnteUectuallam.
It must be admitted that If one wanted to go looking he
could find man)' examples of this condition existing on campus,
both "mong students and professors. But one can just as easily
look to the other extreme, and find innumerable examples of
intense intellctual Interest among students and professors alike.
Although this does not necessarily invalidate the conclusion that
something must be done to increase the atmosphere of intellectual pursuit on campus, It docs to a certain extent negate the
supposition that all is rollen and stagnant.
The whole point is this: one cannot generalize, and then
have any sort of conviction In that generalization. \Vhen speculating about a college community there are too many variables to
come up with a hard and fast rule. Regulations are necessary
for the common good lwe cannot make the world safe for
anarchy) but b)' the same token we must be constantly on guard
against a too rigid Inlerpretation of these rules. Intellectualism
exists. but it should exist more openly, and in greater conam.
tration. Let's not condemn the building, but let's admit that it
needs a little work to make It presentable.
At the risk of being laughed at, I'd like to quote a little
known poet, J. V. Cunningham:
"Somewhere on these bare rocks, in this bare hall
Perhaps unrecognized, wisdom and learning
Flash like a beacon on a sleeper'S wall
Ever distant and dark, ever returning,"

I

"OPEN DOOR POUCY"
ContinUed from Page 1
len was an appropriation of
$50 for the trip of a member
of Christian Action Group to
Chicago next month, This Is
for a national convention 10 be

held there, which James ConnoUy will probably attend.
Another proposal was for
a "luminisccnt sIgn clearly des.
19natlng the entrance to Fairfield University." This bill, proposed by Frank Maco, is one
of the three bUls postponed
from the March 2 meeting,
which may be on tonight's
Dgen~,

A bill was proposed by Paul
Greeley to see that the viceI,resldent of the Student Gov.
ernment meet with the head of
each committee at least once a
month. Like other t'1!Cent suggestions this Is deSigned to
maintain efficiency between all
branches of the Government.
Tonight's meeting will be at
7:00 in C301.
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Fencers Participate In NEIT;
Defeat Danbury State 12 - 4

Fairfield's Ken Shaller, on left, tla!lhes tbe (omt wbleh
hel~1 him to II second Illa.ce tlnish In the (oU In the NEIT.

R.2 C·2 STILL UNBEATEN
Continued (rom Pltge II
kept up their winning pace un~l
coasted to the 76-50 victory.
Regis 2 placed four men in
double figures with Hadfield
(20), Benedict (19), Filzpatriclr
(171 and Wilkos (10) providing
the main scoring punch. Game
honors went to Howie Emond

of the losers who netted 22.
Cmnpion 4 kept in the nmDing ror a playoff berth by nipping Regis I, 70-67. John Hamel o.nd Gramps Walsh were
high for "Mister's Monsters"
with 18 and 16 respectively,
while Bill Egan pounded in 24
for Regis t.

On Saturday, March 5th, the
Fairfield Uni....ersity Fencing
Club journeyed to Brandeis Uni....ersity in Waltham, Mass., to
take part in the New England
Intercollegiate Fencing Tournament, competing against such
leams as Trinity, M.I.T., Holy
Cross and Harvard.

There were a total of nine
teams, each composed of six
men. As there arc three weapons in fencing. two men from
each team fenced with each
particular weapon. Fairfield's
team was composed of Ken

Shailer and Farouk Younes In
Foil, Steve Gelgud and Denny
Del Mauro in Sabre. and Russ

Panczenco and JCJT)' Nalewajk score. The starting team was
composed of Russ Panczenko,
Fairfield flnltihed e1lthth oul Mark Del Mauro, Ray Antonaof the nine tf':a1l1 field, but tbe wicz and Ted Drab. Panczenko
wbole team turned In a "cry and 1)(01 Mauro won seven of
fine pufonnanee agal.nllt. the seven bouts while Drab, Antonamore experienced teams in the wicz and Mikoc:hik accounted
tournament. Ken Sha1ler placed for the other five victories.
In general, the club is doing
2nd oyersU in Foil by winning
thirteen of sixteen bouts. The extremely well considering it
club moderator and coach, Mr, has had to finance all equipment
Palku Lukacs, W88 on band to and has received no financial
g!Vfl the team bllt expert advice support from the University.
and moral .upport.
Potentially, It is a great team.
In a contest on Thursday All it needs is the proper ftnannight, March 10, at the Norwalk cial support and the continued
YMCA, Fairfield's novice fenc- strivings of men like Ken Shallers defeated Danbury State er, Steve Gelgud and Mr. Palko
Teachers College by a 12-4 LUkacs.

in £pee'.

SPORTS PERSONALITY

•

1.11 It true you're planning
to get engaged?
I'm on the brink
of giving Jane my

Beethoven sweatshirt.

2. How !lUI you going to guuautee
security to your fainily wbea

you're married?
.I have a rich aunt,
YOU Irnow.

3. What about money fOf your
chlkJren's education?

4. Who'd payoff your mortglge
if you should die?

1o.Iy Uncle Henry is
very fond of me.
lie owns a steel mill

YOll never can tell.
Every time I help
an ok! man across the
street I give him
my name and addrea
in case be doesn't

have anyone to lea....

.... moneyto.

"AlWiQ'S unnoticed yet never·
unappreciated" might best describe the invaluable service of
Everett Barbour Fairfield's athletic trainer for the past three
years. Keeping the college athlete physically fit at all times
is certainly a demanding task;
yet thl:' negligible amount of injuries inculTCd by the basketball team this past wintel' attCStS to the CQmmcndable job
done by Barbour, rightfully referred to as "a perfectionist In
his profession."
Ev, who presently resides in
Greenwich. Connecticut. with
his wife and four children. graduated from the Swedish Institute in New York nnd furthered his study at the Dr.
Bilik clinic. His tl.rst position as
trainer was at Artie McGovern's gym in New York City,
a haven for 'Vall Street cxecuth·cs. in 1938 he moved on
to the renowned Westchester
Country Oub in Rye. New
York.
He left Westchester soon
nflcr the war to become trainer
at Williams College In Massachusetts. He remained there
until 1955 and before coming
LO Fairfield in 1963 he served as
trainer tor Greenwich High
School and Stamford Catholic
High School.
Ev, well-known for his masterful tape jobs, Is also the
originator of the! Camed "Barbour rubdown." which Is it·
self enough to soothe even the
most muscle-weary athlete and
can only be described as a completely unique experience.

~'erett Barbour tllke"l
ment room.

It

bnonk from his work in the equip-

Perhaps the good doctor's
most outstanding characteristic
Is his timely sense of humor.
His candid quips have made
many a long bus ride that
much shorter and many a tense
pre_game atmosphere has been
lightened by his witticisms.
A highly opinionated individual, Ev has the uncanny knack
of amusing the injured athlete
and his superb knowledge of all
sports has enabled him to relate
interesting renections on past

events. His very presence is a
psychological boost and he
maintains a dose relationship
with all the ballplayers. Needless to say, Ev Is well respected
by all.
Barbour's past perfonnance
at Fairfield has been nothing
short of praise.....orthy. If Ev
decides not to return next year,
Fairfield will lose a dedJcated
trainer as well as an outstanding man.
CoaUnued OIl Pap e

Our Best Yet
S. I IcDow something that can
help you meet most all
your Unsncial needs.
And be lodependent, too.

Nothing can do all that.

8. Living Insurance from
Equitable can. It can eyeD.
give you a lifetime income
when you retire.

[woooer if Uncle Henry
bas it?

PIX Inlormatioo about Ll.vlo~ Insurance. see The Man from Equitable.
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement 0fIk.er. 01
write: PatrId: Scollard, Manpower Development Division.

Name
Branch
Brown .....
Burke .....
Jones ......
Phillips ....
Kenney
Pritz .. ....
Crenshaw ..
Menendez ..
Boyd ......
Cirino .....
Sotinsky ...
MoCann ...
Kobierowski
Gillen .....

FGM

FGA

22
2•
17
23
23
23
24
11
11
5
14
10
7

139
17.
104
110
9.
.3
63

7

1
1

333
377
294
258
197
127
143
25
27
28
4.
17
15
5

G

5

••

10

20
9

•

The Equrrulf Ufe Assurance Society of the United Statn
~

0Ike, 1t8S A,-e. oI!'" ~ N_ Todl. N. Y; lOOUI
An ~ 0,,0.1 ..., EsnpIow.

.Kqaltablooo I "

Team Totals .... 813
Opponents Totals 704

•

1901
,.28

POT FTl\l
.4]7
.•43
.354
.426
.•77

86
62
.7
.2

.500

48

,.

.43.

54

.240
.333
.357
.438

3
0
4

.530
.400
.200

.166

PTA

121
84
63
99
3'
79
68

•

1
7
13

• •
•
4

1
3

.428

407

.432

324

POT REB

A\'G

PF

.710

366

'5

.73'

119
72
269
12.
179
25
.7
5
17
13
19
11
2
2

16.6
5.0
4.2
11.7

.746
.'26

.530
.680
.838
.375
.000
.572

.•92
1.000
7 .857
3 .333

•

597
525

.500
.681
.•22

1419
984

5.'

7.2
1.1
'.3
0.'

3.'

1.0
2.0
1.'
0.3
0.'
59
41

D1SQ PTS AVO

41
'3
41

3
2
1
0
1

1•
11
11
10
2
4
4
0

2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

57

••41

41.
464

•

"27

364
41•
255
282

206
17•
180
15

I.

16.5
17.4
15.0
12.2
9.0
U
7.5

I.'

24
4.
22
1.
3
5

1.'
4.8
3.5
2.2
2.'
0.5
1.0

2033
1732

84.7
72.0

Ruggen Dome

Championship

A......

Water Polo l\tatch

.........

Holy Q-ou

Monday, 7:80 p.m.

at Shehan Pool
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Don Cook Named

Baseball Coach
By Paul Hughes
Fairfield's baseball team has
acquired a new coach in the
person of Mr. Donald C. Cook
of New Fairfield, Conn. Cook
replaces former coach John
Redway who was unable to return beeause of increased demands on his full·time job. In
addition, seniors Dan Gatti and
VIn L'Esperance ha....e been selected this )'ear's ~aptains
by the returning members of
the team.
Cook, a 1963 Fairfield grad·
uate, is presently a history
teacher at Immaculate High
SChool in Danbury, where he
also coached baseball. 1\vlce an
All-County selection from Iona
Prep In New Rochelle, Cook

pla)'ed three years of varsity
ball for the Stags, being named
to the ECAC AU·Star team as
a junior and captaining the club
in his senior year. Although
primarily a catcher, his ver·
satility enabled him to play sev·
eral positions while at Fairfield.
Co-captain Gatti, a solid competitor, covered left field last
year and proved to be quite a
tough customer at the plate,
hitting .288 for the season.
Vln L 'Esperance begins his
third year of varsity action and,
although handling chores behind
the plate Is his mainstay, the
veteran oo-captain has worked
equally well at third base.
Coach Cook, who himself remains active in a rugged sum-

mer league, possesses keen insight for a young coach. He explains his main objective this
season as "trying to complctely
change the baseball image here
at Fairfield with respect to the
tearn's organization Bnd attitude. Having played here myself
I am well aware of the situation
in gcnc.raJ and feci I have somewhat of an advantage with respect to any problems which
might be encountered." With no
inunediate strategy for the season, Coach Cook's immediate
regard is "nelding 8 well-conditioned team."
Returning this season to
handle the mnna~ing duties are
John Candido nnd Richard
PC(lk, as well as newcomer
David ZOla, '69.

Former Fltlrtll'ld !'ltar lind new bll.!ff:bnll ooll('h Don Cook.
Is fhulked by newl)· elected ('O-cllptnln!! DIID Gntti, on left,
and Vln L'Esperance.

Stag Trackmen Prepare
Queens College Opener
By

mil

Palmer

Coach Nlek Giaquinto's track
and field squad began practice
this past w(!(.>k in preparation
for the Stags' opening meet
April 2nd against Que('n's Col·
lege.

Paul Barnes, President of the Fairfield Unh-erslty Football
Club, presenLl a plaque to :\Ir. Robert Grltlin. tbe. ne.wly
appointed Director of Student Personnel. ThIs p1lLl!ue was

gl....eD to tbe Football Club b)' the Bridgeport Chapter of the
Hall of f'ame for brln~ng football to th~ campus. This
group also donated a check for 1100 to ald the fund ralliloK:
drh·e. Brian Burk~. Chairman of the Fund Raisin&" Prop-am.,
and Kirk Walker, the club'. nee President look on durinJ
the pre8entatioo.

R-2, C-2 Still Unbeaten
As Showdown Approaches
Mkhael BocclIlni
Both Regis 2 and Campion 2
kept their records unblemished
in intramural action last week.
Regis 2 crushed Loyola 2, 7G.50
and Campion 2 had to quell a
late game rally by Regis 3 to
gain a 77·74 win.
Regis 3 jumped out to a
quick S.() advantage Over the
Crnen, but saw that lead
quickly fade as Campion outscored them 17-1 0 n t h c
strength of fine shooting by
Bob Foley and Paul Garstko.
The emen went Into the second-half with a nine point lead
which they lengthened to 18 at
one point in the contest. But
Regis 3 was not through for
the night as Duke Snyder and
the Lavin brothers began to
cut into the Cmen's margin
with a barrage of outside point

Coach Giaquinto, with a definite lack of optlmlsm, pointed
out that he is again faced with
his usual problem of an absence
of depth. The team has four
proven veterans returning and
several outstanding frosh prospects, but In a multi-event
track meet, quantity Is a necessit)'. several nmners will have
to double and triple In separate
events, which definitely hinders
their maximum performance In
any one event.

For this reason, Coach Giaquinto urges all those who have
the ability and, more important·
ly the desire for track and field
to come out this spring. Only
with an improved degree of inmaking. R-3 finally took the
terest and participation will
lead on a 3 point play by Bill Fairfield University once again
Lavin. Campion 2 regained the have a winning track team.
lead on a pair of foul shots by
The PrOlJpects
Pat Scully and were never
Phil Toomey, who has been
headed again as the overly_ten_ one of the school's top track·
acious R-3 players gave them sters for three years, has been
numerous charity tosses in the elected captain of this year's
team. Toomey Is an experienced
final seconds of the contest.
quarter
mller and, although
The C·men were paced by
Pete Odium (17) and Bob Foley only In his second season, is
(16). Duke Snyder was high also a vastly improved hurdler.
man in the game with 26 points
Senior Frank Filipowskl and
followed by teammate Billy Pete Mlnvlelle handle the disLavin who chipped in 19 points. tance chores while soph Jim
Regis 2 received token opposi- Garrity turned In some exceltion from Loyola 2 as they lent times as 8 frosh in the
raised their record to 8-0. John 100 and 220 yard dashes.
Bf>nedict scored twelve flnt
nall points to help give the
Bill C1bulsky leads the field
league leaders a comfortabl~ men on the basis of his school
23 point cushion at the halt'j record In the javelin set last
In the second stanza Regis 2 year.
Continued 00 Page '1
Coach Giaquinto points with

Track eoa.ch Sick Giaquinto shown with two of his top
perfonners. ('31,tIlI0 PhJl Toomt·)" on rlKht, and Frank
F'Ulpowskl.

pride to his outstanding fresh
prospects, among them Mike
Maloney, John Mezzanotti, Jim
Dennis and George Train.
Maloney is an
excellent
sprinter out of Brooklyn Prep
where he ran on one of New
York City's fastest 440 yard
relays.

break the school record in the
discus and the shot put even
in his first year of competitioll.
Hoop star Jim Dennis will
move his talents to the high
jump where he leaped 6' 3" in
high school.

Train is a great distance
prospect just off his cross country performance alone. He has
Mezzanottl is an excellent the speed and endurance to run
prospect in all the weight some outstanding miles and
events and seems a cinch to two miles this spring.

FAIRFIELD LAUNDROMAT
POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD
NOW PICKS UP ON WED. AND DELIVERS ON FRIDAY
AT MRS. BROWN'S OFfiCE NEAR THE MAIL BOXES
THE BEST IN LAUNDERING
WE FOLD 'EM TOPI

